
Online training opportunities for early childhood educators

Webinar Recordings
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Webinar Subscriptions
If you cannot decide which 
webinars to watch and are looking 
for a cost effective way to access 
professional development why not 
consider a subscription. For more 
information head to the website. 

$400           $750          $1250          $1750           $2500          $4950
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Webinar Description Cost

Adding structure to open-ended play
While open-ended play allows for meaningful and child-focused learning 
opportunities, some children prefer structure to help them engage. This 
webinar explores how to support this with resources and tools.

$38.50

Advocating for Play
One of the ECA code of ethics points talks about the importance of 
advocating for play and this webinar will provide some meaningful ways to 
achieve this

$38.50

Aligning Practice with Theory
This webinar will provide some different theories and also demonstrate 
ways to provide evidence of theory guiding practice

$38.50

Appropriate supervision approaches
This webinar explores both the requirements around supervision as well as 
ways to ensure that there is a balance of supervision and engagement with 
the children. 

$38.50

Appropriate use of technology with children
Explore ways to utilise technology in developmentally appropriate ways with 
the children and encourage their understanding of how technology works as 
it supports their ideas and play.

$38.50

Attachment
This recorded webinar explores attachment, how to support attachment and 
how to ensure families are supported in their role around providing a secure 
base for their children. 

$38.50

Avoiding illness in childcare
Sometimes it feels like children and educators are constantly unwell in 
services. This webinar explores ways to minimise illness and contain the 
spread of illness when it arises.

$38.50

Behaviour Guidance
This webinar explores a wide variety of ways to support and guide children's 
behaviour in the service.

$55 (2h20m)

Building embedded compliance into experiences
Develop an understanding of how you can embed compliance for the 
service into experiences, activities and learning journeys with children 
through this webinar which provides tips and ideas. 

$38.50

Building Trust within the team
Explore ways to build trust amongst your team through your leadership style 
while learning about providing a voice and maintaining consistency. 

$38.50

Celebrating progress within the service
Sometimes we get so overwhelmed with everything we need to work on that 
we forget to pause and take stock of how far we have come. This webinar 
provides some ideas on how to celebrate progress. 

$38.50

Child Development
This webinar explores child development and the importance of early 
intervention, while ensuring that your curriculum is child-directed and 
inclusive.

$38.50

Child protection refresher webinar NSW 2020

This webinar is designed to act as a refresher to assist with NQS 
compliance for those who have completed the CHCPRT001 course. While 
this webinar is created for NSW in terms of the reporting information, the 
rest of the webinar is relevant for all states and territories.

$38.50

Cooking with children
Cooking with children can be an amazing holistic learning opportunity or it 
can be some busy work on a wet rainy day to keep children entertained. 
This webinar will help you get the most out of cooking experiences.

$38.50

Creating a cohesive pedagogical approach
Develop your understanding of pedagogy to design and create a cohesive 
approach to all aspects of your curriculum and approaches to teaching 
within your service.

$38.50

Creating a Learning Organisation
Learn how to support your staff to work together towards continuous 
improvement by empowering them to actively �nd solutions to issues.

$38.50

Creating a Shared Vision
This webinar will explore how to create a vision and then use this vision to 
draw the team together and make sure everyone is headed in the same 
direction.

$38.50
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Webinar Description Cost

Creating multiple opportunities with one experience
The more learning opportunities there are in one experience the easier it is 
to support children’s outcomes and connect to future planning ideas and 
curriculum opportunities.

$38.50

Critical Re�ection
This recorded webinar explores the compliance requirements around critical 
re�ection, what critical re�ection can look like, and how to provide evidence 
of this.

$38.50

Different Leadership Styles
Develop an understanding of the different types of leadership referred to in 
literature and the pros and cons of each to help �nd your leadership style. 

$38.50

Documenting in FDC
Being a Family Day Care educator is very time consuming, so this webinar 
explores ways to meet the document requirements within the FDC context. 

$38.50

Documenting with the Child's Voice
Learn how to make sure that the children are given the opportunity to be 
involved in the documentation through a variety of different methods. 

$38.50

Educational Leader
This recorded webinar is 90 minutes long and explores the role of the 
educational leader, understanding the compliance requirements, meeting 
the needs of the stakeholders and supporting your staff. 

$45.00 (90min)

Elevating the Team
Learn how to motivate and challenge the team to be the best that they can 
be from �nding the right �t to encouraging re�ective practices and 
collaboration.

$38.50

Embedding Compliance
Learn tips on embedding compliance and explore how this can demonstrate 
a deeper understanding of the requirements and streamline your practices.

$38.50

Embedding culture in the curriculum
Explore meaningful and purposeful ways to embed culture into the service 
through resources and the environment. This can support learning 
opportunities and create a sense of belonging for all. 

$38.50

Embedding Indigenous Culture
Learn how to engage with Indigenous culture in a way that is respectful and 
developmentally appropriate for young children. Includes tips and ideas for 
implementing this into your service. 

$38.50

Embedding school readiness into experiences
This webinar explores ways to embed literacy, numeracy, and other school 
readiness focus skills that families may have, into child-focused and 
meaningful experiences the children are interested in.

$38.50

Embracing critical re�ection to challenge practices
This webinar will support approaches to implement systematic critical 
re�ection into the service to help connect with and challenge the way in 
which compliance occurs in the service.

$38.50

Encouraging dispositions for learning
This webinar explores how to support the development of children to 
engage with whatever learning opportunities the future will offer them as 
they have the capacity to process any new information.

$38.50

Encouraging risk taking
Risk taking is often something that divides opinions. This webinar will look 
at ways to support and encourage safe risk taking for children aged 0-5 in a 
range of different learning outcomes. 

$38.50

Engaging with children during play
There is a debate over when to engage with children during play and when 
to step back and let them just play. This webinar explores both sides of the 
debate and provides some options and ideas.

$38.50

Ensuring a safe work environment
This webinar will offer an understanding of why it is important to create a 
safe work environment and how this can be achieved

$38.50

Ensuring assessment of children supports their 
rights

The planning cycle requires children’s learning and skills to be assessed, 
this webinar explores whether this is done to protect and support children’s 
rights or to support the needs of the educators.

$38.50
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Webinar Description Cost

Exploring emergency plans & practices
Unpack and explore requirements around emergency procedures and 
access some tips and ideas around how to meet compliance while 
connecting stakeholders to the process.

$38.50

Exploring Learning Resources
Understand the different messages that learning resources can send to 
children & how they can impact the learning outcomes & documentation 
possibilities. 

$38.50

Exploring pets in early childhood services
This webinar explores the pros and cons of having pets in a service and 
ways to ensure that any service choosing to have pets does so in a safe and 
positive way that supports learning opportunities. 

$38.50

FDC Mixed Age Programming
This recorded webinar explores the challenges and how to navigate the 
tricky world of mixed age groups in FDC settings. 

$38.50

Getting the most out of group time
This recorded webinar explores group time and whether or not it is 
supporting children's learning in your context and allowing you to create 
meaningful documentation.

$38.50

Getting the most out of staff meetings
Staff meetings are a rare opportunity to have all employees together at the 
same time. This webinar explores ways to use this opportunity to maximise 
engagement and connection to compliance in the service.

$38.50

Going bush - what to consider when setting up a 
bush kinder

If you are planning or setting up a bush kinder program or opportunities to 
connect more with nature this webinar will provide some tips and ideas on 
how to support safety and learning opportunities.

$38.50

Handling HR Matters
From hiring to �ring this webinar will give some tips and pointers on how to 
ensure the team is giving their best & understands the expectations of the 
service. 

$38.50

How documentation can become a barrier to learning
When documentation becomes the primary focus it interrupts many 
meaningful and holistic learning opportunities. This webinar explores how 
and what can be done to overcome this. 

$38.50

How to avoid feeling like documentation rules your 
life

Does it feel like documentation rules your every thought? This webinar 
explores how to get back to focusing on the children and the learning 
instead of the documentation and the planned experiences.

$38.50

How to best utilise your early childhood teacher
Should the early childhood teacher be placed in the preschool room or is 
there a better place for them to be role modelling their knowledge and 
quali�cations? This webinar explores the options.

$38.50

Identifying fact from �ction in early childhood 
requirements

There are many rumours and myths around what is or isn’t fact when it 
comes to compliance or expectations in services. This webinar will help you 
sort the fact from the �ction. 

$38.50

Interactions with Children
This webinar explores ways to support positive interactions with children 
and build secure attachments

$38.50

Knowing the Requirements
Prioritising the time to really understand the requirements can help you to 
see how you are already meeting them or �nd the right way for your context. 

$38.50

Knowing Your Team 
Explore how to build relationships with your team to help include them in 
meaningful ways and provide personalised communication. 

$38.50

Leading by Example
It is crucial to ensure that as a leader your own practices are re�ecting 
those that you wish to see in others. This webinar will help provide tips on 
how to achieve this.

$38.50
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Webinar Description Cost

Learning opportunities for infants
Develop an understanding of what sorts of experiences are developmentally 
appropriate and support learning. Also includes ideas and tips for 
observations and projects for children aged 0-2. 

$38.50

Learning opportunities for preschoolers
Develop an understanding of what sorts of experiences are developmentally 
appropriate and support learning. Also includes ideas and tips for 
observations and projects for children aged 3-5.

$38.50

Learning opportunities for school aged children 
Develop an understanding of what sorts of experiences are developmentally 
appropriate and support learning. Also includes ideas and tips for 
observations and projects for children aged 5-12 

$38.50

Learning opportunities for toddlers
Develop an understanding of what sorts of experiences are developmentally 
appropriate and support learning. Also includes ideas and tips for 
observations and projects for children aged 2-3.

$38.50

Letting go of control: valuing all learning
Explore how over-planning an experience can interfere with children’s 
learning opportunities and relinquish some control to the children to engage 
them in meaningful opportunities.

$38.50

Loose Parts
This recorded webinar explores how to source, introduce and notice the 
learning when using loose parts with children. 

$38.50

Maintaining compliance through the routine
Often the routine can become about watching the clock or getting tasks 
done, this webinar will explore how to ensure the children are still top 
priority while following the routine.

$38.50

Managing your Time
Being a director can be a very busy job. This webinar provides some tips 
and ideas on how to manage your time so that you can see what you have 
accomplished.

$38.50

Meaningful Celebrations 
This recorded webinar explores how to chose which events you celebrate in 
your service and how to do so in a meaningful and child focused way that 
aligns with your values and compliance requirements. 

$38.50

More than childcare: shifting the mindset
Explore ways in which you share information and connect with families as 
to whether this is advocating for early education and care or perpetuating 
the notion of childminding.

$38.50

Natural Play Ideas
This webinar explores a variety of different ways that natural resources and 
environments can be included in your program and their bene�ts.

$38.50

Noticing the organic learning opportunities
Learning is occurring all the time in services regardless of whether they 
were planned or spontaneously happen. This webinar will help educators to 
notice the learning

$38.50

Positively redirecting children in the service
This webinar explores when it is appropriate to redirect children and 
whether this is occurring in a positive manner. Re�ect on whether 
redirection is occurring in the best needs of the children or the educators.

$38.50

Providing Evidence of Leadership
Explore different ways that you can demonstrate leadership evidence in 
your service and how methods can help or hinder the team culture.

$38.50

Quality Area 2
Each of these webinars will explore the compliance requirements and how 
these can be embedded into your practice. 

$38.50

Quality Area 3
Each of these webinars will explore the compliance requirements and how 
these can be embedded into your practice. 

$38.50

Quality Area 4
Each of these webinars will explore the compliance requirements and how 
these can be embedded into your practice. 

$38.50
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Webinar Description Cost

Quality Area 5
Each of these webinars will explore the compliance requirements and how 
these can be embedded into your practice. 

$38.50

Quality Area 6
Each of these webinars will explore the compliance requirements and how 
these can be embedded into your practice. 

$38.50

Quality Area 7
Each of these webinars will explore the compliance requirements and how 
these can be embedded into your practice. 

$38.50

Removing stress from documentation
This webinar looks at ways to rethink documentation so it becomes less 
stressful and more of a valuable tool in your service. Includes tips and ideas 
you can try in your service.

$38.50

Risk Assessments
This webinar explores the requirements around risk assessments, how and 
when to use them in your service, how to communicate risk management 
plans

$38.50

Role modelling with children
Unpack ways in which educators role model for the children through the 
routine and the curriculum. 

$38.50

Setting the Service's Direction
Every service should have goals beyond compliance and assessment & 
ratings to keep everyone motivated and on task. This webinar explores how. 

$38.50

Sharing the Learning
Explore different ways to share the learning with families through 
documentation, displays, discussions, projects and more.

$38.50

Standard 1.1
Each of these webinars will explore the compliance requirements and how 
these can be embedded into your practice 

$38.50

Standard 1.2
Each of these webinars will explore the compliance requirements and how 
these can be embedded into your practice 

$38.50

Standard 1.3
Each of these webinars will explore the compliance requirements and how 
these can be embedded into your practice 

$38.50

STEM in the early years
Unpack what developmentally appropriate Science, Maths and Technology 
looks like for children aged 0-5 in this webinar that will give you tips and 
ideas to take back to your service and support your documentation. 

$38.50

Supporting children with Autism
Understand more about Autism Spectrum Disorder and how to help children 
engage with the program. 

$38.50

Supporting families from CALD backgrounds
This webinar explores the reasons behind the need for, and the bene�ts of 
supporting families from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, 
including some tips and ideas on how to achieve this.

$38.50

Supporting the educational leader to guide practice
The role of the educational leader can be a challenging one. This webinar 
will support how to break down expectations for the educators in a way that 
supports their knowledge and understanding.

$38.50

Sustainable Practices
Explore how to embed sustainable practices into your program in a 
meaningful and developmentally appropriate way.

$38.50

Team building through clear expectations
This recorded webinar is aimed at management and explores ways to utilise 
systems and practices to create clear limits and boundaries for staff that 
allows them to have a sense of belonging to the team.

$38.50

The image of the child
This recorded webinar explores the importance of being aware of your 
image of the child and how this can impact the way in which you interact 
with children and affect their learning opportunities.

$38.50

The key to all learning opportunities
This webinar explores how to support children to engage in meaningful 
learning opportunities

$38.50
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Webinar Description Cost

The Many Hats of a Director
Understand the many different roles a director can hold and how to juggle 
these by streamlining practices and developing systems.

$38.50

The planning cycle
Make sure you understand the planning cycle through this webinar that 
explores the cycle and provides tips and ideas on how to implement this in 
your program and clearly demonstrate in your documentation. 

$38.50

The problems with rote learning

This webinar explores the idea of rote learning and the way that this can 
interfere with children’s connections to the learning content to promote 
re�ection on your practices and ensure you are aware of your rationale for 
practices. 

$38.50

The Role of the Educator
Develop your understanding of how the educator can impact the curriculum 
through their decisions & actions. 

$38.50

Understanding Pedagogy
This webinar explores the relationship between pedagogy and curriculum 
and how these drive decisions in your service and impact children's abilities 
to engage. 

$38.50

Unpacking the Exceeding Themes
This recorded webinar explores the 3 exceeding themes offering 
suggestions and tips on how to re�ect these in your practices and consider 
providing evidence of them.

$38.50

Useful Policies and Procedures
Learn about the importance of clear and contextualised policies and 
procedures to assist with the day to day running of the service.

$38.50

Using excursions to enhance the curriculum
Excursions are a fantastic opportunity to extend on children’s interests or 
connect children to their community to develop meaningful learning 
opportunities.

$38.50

Using Visuals to Support All Children’s Engagement
This webinar explores ways to support children's inclusion and emerging 
literacy skills using a range of different visuals. Explore how to utilise and 
create visuals within your service.

$38.50

Utilising the Environment
This webinar will challenge participants to re�ect on the way in which they 
currently use their environment and how the children are re�ected in the 
decisions being made.

$38.50

What about the learning that occurs after lunch?
Once you have written up the engagement and shared the photos for the 
day what happens to learning opportunities? This webinar explores how to 
capture and support learning all day. 

$38.50

What is so important about shapes and colours 
anyway?

There is a focus when it comes to discussions with children that often 
revolves around colours, shapes, letters and numbers. This webinar 
explores whether this is supporting assessment or getting in the way of it.

$38.50

What next? Extending on experiences
When it comes to thinking about ‘what next’ on the planning cycle this can 
often be an area of confusion or repetition. This webinar will help develop 
ideas around how to extend on experiences.

$38.50
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